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Q2 - What is this program doing well?

What is this program doing well?

Business is one of the most popular majors among VC students. The Business department also offers multiple programs and certificates that are
relevant to today's job market.

Most everything is being done very well within the Business department. Impressive enrollment numbers, award numbers across the board. The
program keeps up with curriculum devlopment and seeks to improve continuously within their programs and courses which is clear by their outcome

and related work. The updates coming for Accounting Technician and data systems/science including colloboration with Comp. Sci is another
indication of a thriving program.

Collaborating within the Department, building or updating curriculum, and the amount of degrees, certificates and transfers

Fill Rates, completions, forward looking for the field and the needs of students, idea for a "harbor" for students.

Student enrollment, course updates and diversification to remain relevant and current on business trends

Almost everything. Very impressive.



Q3 - What could this program improve upon?

What could this program improve upon?

Continue to be relevant to the job market with programs offered to the students (as plan).

I would recommend having Medical Assistant program stand out from Business such as when ACCT was introduced as a discipline. Some students

may have a difficult time tracking the degree/cert requirements for Med Assistant programs if not familiar with website/catalog/program mapper.

N/A

Cross department collaboration.

Update current technology being used in a phased approach, so as not to overwhelm IT and deplete resources too quickly.

Didn't see anything major.



Q6 - How well do the program's objectives align with the VC Educational Master Plan?

How well do the program's objectives align with the VC Educational Master P...

Well

Very well as they did present solid numbers for transfer and completion and course success.

Fits on building curriculum and enrollment

align well

Very well

Seem to align.



Q8 - I recommend the following course of action for this program:

End of Report
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# Field
Choice

Count

1 No action needed 83.33% 5

2 Strengthen the program 16.67% 1

3 Reduce the program 0.00% 0

4 Review for discontinuance 0.00% 0

6


